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Presenter
Presentation Notes
G.K. Chesterton wrote the following in the introduction to his 1923 biography of St. Francis:
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Basilica of St. Clare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Basilica of St. Clare now occupies the site of both the chapel of San Giorgio and the home of the Bernadones.  Started in 1257, three years after the death of Clare, and one year after her death and one year after her canonization; completed in 1260.  The body of St. Clare was moved from San Damiano, where she died, to a crypt under the altar of the Basilica.
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1181 

Francis’ Birth Site 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Giovanni was born in Assisi to Pietro and Pica Bernadone in 1181 while Pietro was on a business trip to France.Statue by Roberto Joppolo, done in 1984.  Pietro called him Francesco for his love of all things French.  The name stuck.Baptized in the small of church of San Giorgio near their home.
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Francis’ Military Career 8 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
     Assisi declares war on Perugia to gain its independence.     St. Francis joins the war as a knight, but is captured and imprisoned in Perugia.     His father ransoms him, after which Francis suffers a long illness.     Francis joins the Fifth Crusade, but once again fell ill and had to return home.  He realized that the military was not for him.
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Conversion at San Damiano 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In the spring, Francis’ conversion began.  Gave generously to the poor (with his father’s money) and was so overcome with sympathy for a leper that he embraced him publicly, suffering rejection by his friends and family.	That fall, Francis was praying before the in the abandoned church of San Damiano.  He hears a voice, “Go, repair my house which, as you see, is falling completely to ruin.”  He sells cloth from his father’s textile shop and gives the money to the local prioest to repair the church.  Knowing the money was not his, the priest refuses it.



Sanctuary of San Damiano 

10 Sanctuary of San Damiano 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sanctuary of San Damiano, much enlarged over the years.  The cross was removed to St. Clare's Basilica when the Poor Clares moved from San Damiano to the Basilica in Assisi shortly after St. Francis’ death.



Church of San Damiano 

11 Church of San Damiano 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The entrance to the church is through the arch on the left.  The convent is the wing straight ahead.
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1206 

Francis Vows Poverty 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1206  Winter     His enraged father takes Francis before the bishop of Assisi, demanding repayment for his stolen cloth. n response, his father, boiling with rage, dragged Francis before Umberto, the Bishop of Assisi, and demanded the return of his property and goods. Francis readily agreed to this. In the hearing of all present, Francis said, “From now on I will no longer say, My Father Peter Bernadone, but Our Father who art in heaven.” Francis gave back to his father not only his property and goods, but the money and all his clothes as well. Francis carefully placed his clothing on the ground.The bishop, admiring Francis’ fervor, drew him into his arms and covered him with his mantle.Francis spends next two years nursing lepers and begging to buy stones for San Damiano.
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Santa Maria sopre Minerva 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Santa Maria sopre MinervaBuilt in the 1sr century BC.  Converted to a Catholic church in 1539, renovated in Baroque style in the 17th century.
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Presentation Notes
Santa Maria sopre Minerva interior
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1208 Francis Repairs San Damiano 
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Presentation Notes
1208   Francis spends next two years nursing lepers and begging to buy stones for San Damiano.  Several young men of Assisi also leave their families and possessions to join Francis.
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Presentation Notes
The cross from the San Damiano chapel is strikingly iconographic in character.  It thought to have been painted in the late eleventh century by a monk from the Syrian monastery that formerly existed near the later chapel of San Damiano.  It remained in the chapel under her followers’ care until Clare’s death in 1254 and the completion of her basilica in 1257.  The Poor Clares took the cross with them when they moved, and it has hung in the side chapel of the Basilica ever since.The most striking element of the San Damiano cross is that, though it portrays the figure of Christ, it is not the dying Christ nailed to the cross.  It is not the body of a corpse, but of God Himself, incorruptible unto eternity and the source of life, radiating the hope of the Resurrection. The Savior looks directly at us with a compassionate gaze, regal, triumphant, and strong. He does not hang on the Cross, but rather seems to be supporting it, standing in His full stature. His hands are not cramped from being nailed to the wood, but rather spread out serenely in an attitude of both supplication and blessing.
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Francis before Innocent III 
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Presentation Notes
1209  Francis writes a guiding charter and walks with his eleven followers the 101 miles to Rome to present it to Pope Innocent III.  In Rome he is unable to get an audience with the Pope, but he meets Bishop Umberto, who is there on business.  Umberto gets Francis an audience.  Pope Innocent has doubts about giving a charter to a bunch of beggars, but he is impressed by Francis and gives him oral authority to continue.
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Francis moves into the Portiuncula 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Upon his return from Rome, Francis began repairing an abandoned chapel called the Portiuncula (because it was located on a tiny portion of land.  He also built a hut nearby on which he took up residence.The original chapel is now the centerpiece of a much larger church built around it – the Basilica of Santa Maria degli Angeli – a couple of miles outside Assisi.  Shortly after 1290, the chapel, which measures only about 18 feet  by 10 feet, became entirely inadequate to accommodate the throngs of pilgrims. The altar piece, an Annunciation, was painted by the priest Hilarius of Viterbo in 1393. The monastery was at most the residence, only for a short time, of the ministers-general of the order after St. Francis. In 1415 it first became associated with the Regular Observance, in the care of which it remains to the present day. 
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1209 

Sanctuary of the Portiuncula 
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Presentation Notes
The sanctuary of the Portiuncula.
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Portiuncula Altar Painting 
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Presentation Notes
The altar piece, an Annunciation, was painted by the priest Hilarius of Viterbo in 1393. 
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Francis Receives Clare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1212  Having refused to marry at 15, Clare was moved by the dynamic preaching of Francis. He became her lifelong friend and spiritual guide.  At 18, Clare escaped from her father’s home one night, was met on the road by friars carrying torches, and in the poor little chapel called the Portiuncula received a rough woolen habit, exchanged her jeweled belt for a common rope with knots in it, and sacrificed her long tresses to Francis’ scissors. He placed her in a Benedictine convent, which her father and uncles immediately stormed in rage. Clare clung to the altar of the church, threw aside her veil to show her cropped hair, and remained adamant.Sixteen days later her sister Agnes joined her.  Francis set them up in seclusion at the church of San Damiano Others came. They lived a simple life of great poverty, austerity, and complete seclusion from the world, according to a Rule which Francis gave them as a Second Order. At age 21, Francis obliged Clare under obedience to accept the office of abbess, one she exercised until her death.  They became the Poor Clares, the Second Order of St. Francis.
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1213 

Francis is given La Verna 
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Presentation Notes
  Francis receives La Verna as a gift from Count Orlando of Chiusi gave La Verna to Francis on May 8, 1213 as a retreat specially favorable for contemplation, saying “have in Tuscany a diverse little mountain, which is called the mountain of Alvernia, which is the very lonely and savage act and it's good for those who want to do penance in a place removed from the people, or those who want to lonely life. If you like, I will gladly give it to you and your comrades for my soul.”Could not visit because it is over sixty miles from Assisi (according to Google maps, a 23-1/2 hour hike for Francis)
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Presentation Notes
1217  This was the 800th anniversary of the first Chapter of Mats, and annual convention of Franciscans from around the world. From the first beginnings of the Franciscan form of life led by the men who gathered around Saint Francis, the meeting together of the Brothers to nourish the brotherhood by listening together to explanations of their Rule of life and by deepening their commitment to it was a basic part of their daily routine.  So we learn that already when the primitive little group reached the number of eight members, Saint Francis called them together and spoke to them about the Kingdom of God, of despising the world, of denying their own wills, of the mastery they had to exercise over their own bodies.  He then divided them into four groups of two and told them to go out into the world and announce peace and penitence to all.  After a short while he felt the need to bring them together again to hear about their experiences.  They all instinctively felt this call and joyfully returned to meet together with him again to give an account of their experiences. This became the pattern of their meetings together.
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1219 Francis Preaches to Sultan Malik-al-Kamil 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Painting by Cimabue in the Basilica of St. Francis1219  Five Franciscan missionaries to Morocco became the first martyrs of the Franciscan order.  Francis sailed to the Holy Land to put a stop to the Crusades.  He begged Cardinal Pelagius, the Christian commander, to stop the fighting. Pelagius refused. Francis then took a companion, Brother Illuminatus, and set out, unarmed and filled with love for his “enemy” brother, to visit the Sultan of Egypt, Malik-al-Kamil, the nephew of Saladin. The men of the Sultan’s army captured Francis and Illuminatus and dragged them, beaten and exhausted, before the Sultan – just as Francis had wished.The Sultan was receptive to these two unarmed messengers from the enemy camp. St. Bonaventure, in his Major Life of St. Francis, described the event, “The sultan asked them by whom and why and in what capacity they had been sent, and how they got there; but Francis replied that they had been sent by God, not by men, to show him and his subjects the way of salvation and proclaim the truth of the Gospel message. When the sultan saw his enthusiasm and courage, he listened to him willingly and pressed him to stay with him.”Francis’ enthusiastic desire to share his “good news” with the Sultan, without insulting Islam or refuting Mohammed, was unique and disarming.In the encounter between them, both Francis and the Sultan were changed. When Francis finally left to return to Italy, the Sultan showered him with many gifts and treasures. Because he had no interest in worldly wealth, Francis refused them all, except one special gift: an ivory horn used by the muezzin to call the faithful to prayer. On his return, Francis used it to call people for prayer or for preaching.
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1342 

Custody of the Holy Land 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
St. Francis’ influence over the Sultan of the Holy Land resulted in a welcomed presence of Franciscans in the Sultanate of Melek al-Kamel.  In  1342 they were officially declared custodians of the Holy Places in the name of the Catholic Church by Pope Clement VI, a role the Franciscans have fulfilled for almost eight centuries.
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1221 

Francis Founds his Third Order 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   Pope Honorius III requires Francis to establish more discipline in his order; recognizing his poor administrative skills, Francis appoints Peter of Catanii, a wealthy canonist-jurist who was the third follower of Francis, as Minister General.  A Florentine merchant, Lucchesio, and his wife Buonadonna, were attracted by the example of Francis and asked to be able to live the life of the Minors while remaining in their married state. Thus the Third Order of St. Francis was born. It includes both congregations of vowed men and women, and fraternities of men and women living standard lives in the world, most married and raising families.  In 1978, the Third Order of Saint Francis was reorganised and given a new Rule of Life by Pope Paul VI. With the new rule, the name used by the secular branch of the order was changed to the Secular Franciscan Order.Some stories contained in the Fioretti can be found in much earlier works. Fioretti di San Francesco Chapter 13: Preaching to the Birds, relates that Francis, Friar Masseo and Friar Agnolo traveled to and preached at a city called Saburniano (Cannara). Those that heard them were so inflamed by their message that they desired to leave the city and follow these friars into the wilderness. Francis told them that such a thing was not necessary, but instead he established the Third Order "for the universal salvation of all people." Francis had already been concerned about the expansion of his order at the expense of families. He refused entrance to his order by married men (and the women from admission to the Poor Clares) who sought to follow the Franciscan way, because families should not suffer. Francis preaching to the birds was described by Fra Masseo, and written of by the Englishman Roger of Wendover, in 1236I have been a member of the Third Order since 1958 when I went to the Franciscan Seminary in Old Mission Santa Barbara.
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1223 Francis before Honorius III 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1223  Francis finishes the final version of his rule and walks to Rome to present it to Pope Honorius II, who approves it and stamps it with his papal seal.  This fresco was painted by Giotto in the Upper Basilica of of Francis in Assisi.
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Our Crèche 

The Tradition of the First Crèche 
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1228 

Sanctuary of the Nativity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Francis founded four sanctuaries built in the valley of Greccio.  This one, the Hermitage of Greccio was completed in 1228, two years after his canonization.  
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From the Parking Lot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
St. Bonaventure (1221 – 1274), a follower and contemporary of St. Francis, has given us a complete account of the night of the first live nativity scene:It happened in the third year before his death, that in order to excite the inhabitants of Grecio to commemorate the nativity of the Infant Jesus with great devotion, [St. Francis] determined to keep it with all possible solemnity; and lest he should be accused of lightness or novelty, he asked and obtained the permission of the sovereign Pontiff. Then he prepared a manger, and brought hay, and an ox and an ass to the place appointed.   The brethren were summoned, the people ran together, the forest resounded with their voices, and that venerable night was made glorious by many and brilliant lights and sonorous psalms of praise.” 
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The Courtyard and stairs to the Grotto 
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The Grotto 
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The Altar Fresco 
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Presentation Notes
Altar fresco by the school of Giotto. Its two scenes represent the Nativity in Greccio and the Nativity in Bethlehem, with the Virgin Mary breastfeeding Jesus. In the lunette, Mary Magdalene, protector of the hermits, is depicted.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
St. Francis is the first recorded stigmatic in Christian history.  In 1224, two years before his death, he embarked on a journey to Mount La Verna for a forty-day fast. One morning near the feast of the Exaltation of the Cross (on September 14), a six-winged angel edly appeared to Francis while he prayed. As the angel approached, Francis could see that the angel was crucified. He was humbled by the sight, and his heart was filled with elation joined by pain and suffering. When the angel departed, Francis was purportedly left with wounds in his hands, feet, and side as if caused by the same lance that pierced Christ’s side. The image of nails immediately appeared in his hands and feet, and the wound in his side often seeped blood.This is frescoe is by Giotto.  It hangs in the Louvre.
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1225 

Papal Verification of the Stigmata 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Verification of the Stigmata by the Florentine master Cimabue in the Basilica of St. Francis.I have not been able to confirm the event documented here.
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1225 Francis Returns to San Damiano 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1225 Nearly blind and suffering possibly from tuberculoid leprosy, Francis returns to San Damiano, where Clare and her sisters care for him; he writes The Canticle of the Sun, a religious song in the Umbrian dialect of Italian.  According to Wikipedia, it is believed to be among the first works of literature, if not the first, written in the Italian language.  It addresses Brother Sun, Sister Moon, Brother Wind, Sister Water, Brother Fire, and Sister Mother Earth. In the summer of that year, Francis Submitted to very painful cauterization treatment for his eye maladies.



Francis’ death in the Transition Cell 
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Death of Francis 
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1226 Sept. Asks to be taken back to the Portiuncula; composes a final verse about “Sister Death” for his Canticle Oct. 3: Dies at the age of 46; buried at the Church of San Giorgio in Assisi (where the Basilica of St. Clare now stands.
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1228 
Pope Gregory IX Canonizes Francis 
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Presentation Notes
1227 Francis’s friend and protector, Cardinal Ugolino, becomes Pope Gregory IXOn July 16 1228, 1228 Canonized by Gregory.  Fresco of the canonization by Giotto in the Basilica of St. Francis
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Basilica is built 
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1228-1253 

The Basilica of St. Francis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Basilica of St. Francis in Assisi.On 17 July 1228, the day after Francis’ canonization, Pope Gregory IX laid the cornerstone in Assisi for the Basilica.  It consists of lower (left) and upper (right) churches.
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1230 

The Lower Basilica 
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Lower church to left; upper church to right
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1230 

Sanctuary of the Lower Basilica 
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The lower church sanctuary



The Crypt 
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1230 St. Francis is Reburied in the Crypt 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Pentecost, 25 May 1230, Francis’ remains are transferred to the crypt below the main altar of the lower church.



Upper Church 
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1253 

The Upper Basilica is Completed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The upper church was begun in 1239 and was completed in 1253.  Both were consecrated by Pope Innocent IV in 1253.  In 1288, Pope Nicholas Iv, a former Minister General of the Franciscan Order, raised the church to the status of Papal Basilica.
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“[Francis was a] great and most amazing man, [who] “probably was the world's one quite sincere democrat….  St. Francis was in advance of his age, [anticipating as he did] all that is most liberal and sympathetic in the modern mood; the love of nature; the love of animals; the sense of social compassion; the sense of the spiritual dangers of prosperity and even of property.  All those things that nobody understood before Wordsworth were familiar to St. Francis….  He could be presented, not only as a human but a humanitarian hero; indeed as the first hero of humanism….  His ascetical theology can be ignored or dismissed as a contemporary accident, which was fortunately not a fatal accident.  His religion can be regarded as a superstition, but an inevitable superstition, from which not even genius could wholly free itself; in the consideration of which it would be unjust to condemn St. Francis for his self denial or unduly chide him for his chastity.  The writer might describe in a purely historical spirit the whole of the Franciscan inspiration that was felt in the painting of Giotto, in the poetry of Dante, in the miracle plays that made possible the modern drama, and in so many things that are already appreciated by the modern culture.  He may try to do it, as others have done, almost without raising any religious question at all.  In short, he may try to tell the story of a saint without God; which is like being told to write the life of [Christopher Columbus without mentioning America].”
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